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DARK SECTORS - THE VECTOR PORTAL 
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SEARCHES FOR DARK SECTORS AT ACCELERATORS
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1) BEAM DUMP APPROACH (MiniBooNE, LSND, NA62…)
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Wiggly lines don’t always close well. Sometimes you can adjust them by hand.

I don’t have a good solution for this. One option specifically for semi-circles is here: http:

//bit.ly/1vFCNzi. I think it can be adapted for arbitrary angles. For further discussion, see:
http://bit.ly/12wA4kQ.
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SEARCHES FOR DARK SECTORS AT ACCELERATORS
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2) NA64/LDMX APPROACH
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EXPLICIT TARGET FOR NA64 (y,mX) DM PARAMETER SPACE
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FIG. 17: Direct annihilation thermal freeze-out targets and asymmetric DM target for (left)
non-relativistic e-DM scattering probed by direct-detection experiments and (right) relativistic
accelerator-based probes. The thermal targets include scalar, Majorana, inelastic, and pseudo-
dirac DM annihilating through the vector portal. Current constraints are displayed as shaded ar-
eas. Both panels assume mMED = 3mDM and the dark fine structure constant ↵D ⌘ g2D/4⇡ = 0.5.
These choices correspond to a conservative presentation of the parameter space for accelerator-
based experiments (see section VIG).

dump experiments, the mediator can be emitted by the incoming proton, or if kine-
matically allowed, from rare SM meson decays, while detection could proceed through
DM-nucleon scattering. Thus, proton beam-dump experiments are uniquely sensitive
to the coupling to quarks. On the other hand, leptonic couplings can be studied in
electron beam-dump and fixed target experiments, where the mediator is radiated o↵
the incoming electron beam. The DM is identified through its scattering o↵ electrons
at a downstream detector, or its presence is inferred as missing energy/momentum.

C. Experimental approaches and future opportunities

The light DM paradigm has motivated extensive developments during the last few years,
based on a combination of theoretical and proposed experimental work. As a broad orga-
nizing principle, these approaches can be grouped into the following generic categories:

• Missing mass: The DM is produced in exclusive reactions, such as e+e� ! �(A0 !
��̄) or e�p ! e�p(A0 ! ��̄), and identified as a narrow resonance over a smooth
background in the recoil mass distribution. This approach requires a well-known initial
state and the reconstruction of all particles besides the DM. A large background usually
arises from reactions in which particle(s) escape undetected, and detectors with good
hermeticity are needed to limit their impact.

70

Probed

 recent review https://arxiv.org/pdf/1707.04591.pdf

Solid lines  
predictions from DM 

relic abundance

Cross sections DM -> SM annihilation is ~ Y,  
useful variable to compare exp. sentivities 
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FIG. 17: Direct annihilation thermal freeze-out targets and asymmetric DM target for (left)
non-relativistic e-DM scattering probed by direct-detection experiments and (right) relativistic
accelerator-based probes. The thermal targets include scalar, Majorana, inelastic, and pseudo-
dirac DM annihilating through the vector portal. Current constraints are displayed as shaded ar-
eas. Both panels assume mMED = 3mDM and the dark fine structure constant ↵D ⌘ g2D/4⇡ = 0.5.
These choices correspond to a conservative presentation of the parameter space for accelerator-
based experiments (see section VIG).

dump experiments, the mediator can be emitted by the incoming proton, or if kine-
matically allowed, from rare SM meson decays, while detection could proceed through
DM-nucleon scattering. Thus, proton beam-dump experiments are uniquely sensitive
to the coupling to quarks. On the other hand, leptonic couplings can be studied in
electron beam-dump and fixed target experiments, where the mediator is radiated o↵
the incoming electron beam. The DM is identified through its scattering o↵ electrons
at a downstream detector, or its presence is inferred as missing energy/momentum.

C. Experimental approaches and future opportunities

The light DM paradigm has motivated extensive developments during the last few years,
based on a combination of theoretical and proposed experimental work. As a broad orga-
nizing principle, these approaches can be grouped into the following generic categories:

• Missing mass: The DM is produced in exclusive reactions, such as e+e� ! �(A0 !
��̄) or e�p ! e�p(A0 ! ��̄), and identified as a narrow resonance over a smooth
background in the recoil mass distribution. This approach requires a well-known initial
state and the reconstruction of all particles besides the DM. A large background usually
arises from reactions in which particle(s) escape undetected, and detectors with good
hermeticity are needed to limit their impact.
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h igher  mass  reg ion  cou ld   
be  covered  by  NA64mu,  see  

a rX i v :1903 .07899

 recent review https://arxiv.org/pdf/1707.04591.pdf
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The NA64 method to search for A’ → 𝛘�̅�
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The NA64 method to search for A’ → 𝛘�̅�
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The NA64 method to search for A’ → 𝛘�̅�
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The Electromagnetic Calorimeter (ECAL)  
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Active target

✦ High hermeticity (∼40 X0) 
✦ PbSc sandwich, 6x6 matrix, cells 38x38x490 mm3 
✦ WLS fibers in spiral→ suppress energy leaks 
✦ Energy resolution ~ 9%/√(E[GeV]) 
✦  Longitudinal (Pre-shower) and lateral segmentation   
→ shower profiles (hadron rejection)

100 GeV electrons 
(tagged with S1,2,3)
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The Hadronic Calorimeter (HCAL)   
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High hermeticity 

✦ High hermeticity : 4 HCAL (∼7 λ/module) 
✦ FeSc sandwich 3x3 matrix, cells 19.4x19.2x150 cm3 
✦ WLS fibers in spiral→ suppress energy leaks 
✦ Energy resolution ~ 60%/√(E[GeV])
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The magnetic spectrometer    
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Tracking system:  
XY multiplexed 
resistive micromegas, 
GEM and straw.

Two bending magnets in series → 7 T.m field

Reconstruction of e-  
incoming momentum

 D. Banerjee, P. Crivelli, A. Rubbia, Advances in HEP, 105730 (2015)

 D. Banerjee et al., NIMA881 (2018) 72-81 
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The Synchrotron radiation detector (e- tagging) 
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Particle identification 
SR emission  ~ 1/m4  

Granularity

e- 𝜋-

Efficiency > 95%  
Suppression >10-5

E. Depero et al., NIMA 866 (2017) 196-201.

BGO → PbSc
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The NA64 search for A’ → 𝛘�̅� - results (July + October 2016, 5 weeks) 
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→ exclusion of most of g-2 muon favored region

NA64 collaboration, Phys. Rev. Lett. 118, 011802 (2017)  
and Phys. Rev. D 97, 072002 (2018)g-2 closed completely by BABAR results corresponding mixing strength ϵ were determined from the

90% C.L. upper limit for the expected number of signal
events,N90%

A0 by using the modified frequentist approach for
confidence levels (C.L.), taking the profile likelihood as a
test statistic in the asymptotic approximation [70–72]. The
total number of expected signal events in the signal box was
the sum of expected events from the three runs:

NA0 ¼
X3

i¼1

Ni
A0 ¼

X3

i¼1

niEOTϵ
i
totniA0ðϵ; mA0 ;ΔEeÞ ð26Þ

where ϵitot is the signal efficiency in the run i given by
Eq. (23), and the niA0ðϵ; mA0 ;ΔEA0Þ value is the signal yield
per EOT generated by a single 100 GeV electron in the
ECAL target in the energy range ΔEe. Each ith entry in this
sum was calculated by simulating the signal events for
corresponding beam running conditions and processing
them through the reconstruction program with the same
selection criteria and efficiency corrections as for the data
sample from the run-i. The expected backgrounds and
estimated systematic errors were also taking into account in
the limits calculation. The combined 90% C.L. exclusion
limits on the mixing strength as a function of the A0 mass
can be seen in Fig. 15. In Table V the limits obtained with
the ETL and WW calculations for different mA0 values
are also shown for comparison. One can see that the
corrections are mostly relevant in the higher mass region
mA0 ≳ 100 MeV. The derived bounds are the best for the
mass range 0.001≲mA0 ≲ 0.1 GeV obtained from direct
searches of A0 → invisible decays [15].
The limits were also calculated with a simplified method

by merging all three runs into a single run as described
previously by Eq. (26). The total error for the each Ni

A0

value includes the corresponding systematic uncertainties
calculated by adding contributions from all sources in
quadrature, see Sec. VII. In accordance with the CLs
method [72], for zero number of observed events the
90% C.L. upper limit for the number of signal events is
N90%

A0 ðmA0Þ ¼ 2.3. Taking this and Eq. (26) into account
and using the relation NA0ðmA0Þ < N90%

A0 ðmA0Þ resulted in
the 90% C.L. limits in the (mA0 ; ϵ) plane which agreed with
the one shown in Fig. 15 within a few %.

X. CONSTRAINTS ON LIGHT THERMAL
DARK MATTER

As discussed previously, the possibility of the existence
of light thermal dark matter (LTDM) has been the subject of

FIG. 14. The sensitivity, defined as an average expected limit,
as a function of the ECAL energy cut for the case of the A0

detection with the mass mA0 ≃ 20 (blue) and 2 (green) MeV.

FIG. 15. The NA64 90% C.L. exclusion region in the (mA0 ; ϵ)
plane. Constraints from the BABAR [39], E787 and E949 experi-
ments [34,35], as well as the muon αμ favored area are also shown.

Here, αμ ¼
gμ−2
2 . For more limits obtained from indirect searches

and planned measurements see e.g., Ref. [13,14].

TABLE V. Comparison of upper bounds on mixing ϵ at
90% CL obtained with WW and ETL calculations for the Pb-
Sc ECAL target for Emiss > 0.5E0 at E0 ¼ 100 GeV.

mA0 ,
MeV

90% C.L. upper limit
on ϵ; 10−4, no k-factors

90% C.L. upper limit
on ϵ; 10−4 with k-factors

1.1 0.22 0.19
2 0.23 0.24
5 0.43 0.49
16.7 1.25 1.33
20 1.29 1.6
100 5.5 8.2
200 13.0 22.6
500 38.7 97.8
950 94.20 362.0

SEARCH FOR VECTOR MEDIATOR OF DARK MATTER … PHYS. REV. D 97, 072002 (2018)
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FIG. 7: Event distribution in the (EECAL;EHCAL) plane from the runs II(top row) and III (bottom row) data. The left panels
show the measured distribution of events at the earlier phase of the analysis. Plots in the middle show the same distribution after
applying all selection criteria, but the cut against upstream interactions. The right plots present the final event distributions
after all cuts applied. The dashed area is the signal box region which is open. The side bands A and C are the one used for the
background estimate inside the signal box. For illustration purposes the size of the signal box along EHCAL-axis is increased
by a factor five.

hadron electroproduction in the ECAL which satisfy the
energy conservation EECAL+EHCAL ' 100 GeV within
the detector energy resolution. The leak of these events
to the signal region mainly due to the HCAL energy reso-
lution was found to be negligible. The fraction of events
from the region III was due to pileup of e� and beam
hadrons. It was beam rate dependent with a typical value
from about a few % up to ' 20%.

V. DIMUON EVENTS FROM THE REACTION
e

�
Z ! e

�
Zµ

+
µ

�

To evaluate the performance of the setup, a cross-check
between a clean sample of & 104 observed and MC simu-
lated µ+µ� events was made. The process (16) was used
as a benchmark allowing to verify the reliability of the
MC simulation and to estimate the corrections to the
signal reconstruction e�ciency and possible additional
uncertainties in the A0 yield calculations. Let us first
briefly review the description of the gamma conversion
into a muon-antimuon pair implemented in Geant4. The
dimuon production was also used as a reference for the
prediction of background, see Sec. VIII.

A. Simulation of dimuon events

The dimuon production has been simulated with
Geant4 [50] and a code developed by NA64 used also
for simulation of dark photon production [46]. Here, we
report our comparison with data based mostly on Geant4
simulation for decays and propagation of muons through
the detectors. However, we anticipate that comparison
of dimuon results with the NA64 code will follow in the
future, as it will be an important additional cross-check
of the A0 yield calculations reported in this work and in
Ref.[54].
The gamma conversion into a muon-antimuon pair

�Z ! µ+µ�Z (17)

on nuclei is a well known reaction in particle physics
(Bethe-Heitler process). The simulation of this reaction
in Geant4 is based on the di↵erential cross section for
electromagnetic creation of muon pairs on nuclei (A,Z)
in terms of the energy fraction of muons [64, 65]:

d�

dx+
= 4↵Z2r2µ

⇣
1� 4

3
x+x�

⌘
log(W ) , (18)

No event in signal box
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Improvement of setup for 2018 run 
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and a massive, hermetic hadronic calorimeter (HCAL) of ' 30 nuclear interaction

lengths in total. The modules HCAL1�3 served as an e�cient veto to detect muons or

hadronic secondaries produced in the e�A interactions in the target, while the zero-

degree calorimeter HCAL0 was used to reject events accompanied by a hard neutrals

from the upstream e� interactions. The new straw-tube tracker is manufactured with

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the setup to search for A0 ! invisible decays of the

bremsstrahlung A0s produced in the reaction eZ ! eZA0 of 100 GeV e� incident on the

active ECAL target.

6 mm in diameter straw tubes covered by Cu layer. Each coordinate plane consist

of two layers of straw shifted each other to the size of the radius. Two mother board

for di↵erent layers are currently used. New 6 Amplifier AST-1-1 (32channels) for

each coordinate which has to operate with 3 TDC units, are located directly on the

each chamber stand. Cables are 17 twisted pairs, each of 60 cm in length. Since the

2017 run, the reconstruction of events in the straw tube tracker has been significantly

improved.

2.1 Data sample from 2016-2018 runs

The events were collected with the hardware trigger requiring an in-time cluster

in the ECAL with the energy EECAL . 80 � 85 GeV. The results reported here

came mostly from a set of data in which nEOT = 4.3 ⇥ 1010 of electrons on target

(EOT) were collected with the beam intensity ranging from ' 1.5 ⇥ 106/spill to

' 5 ⇥ 106/spill e� per spill in the year 2016, about nEOT = 5.4 ⇥ 1010 collected

with intensity ' (5 � 6) ⇥ 106 e�/spill in the year 2017, and nEOT = 1.87 ⇥ 1011

collected with intensity up to ' (8 � 9) ⇥ 106 e�/spill in the year 2018. The total

statistics thus corresponds to nEOT = 2.84⇥1011 EOT. Data of these three runs were

analyzed with similar selection criteria and finally summed up, taking into account

the corresponding normalization factors. The combined analysis is described below.

– 3 –

HCAL0: Rejection of events 
with hard neutral from 
upstream e- interactions

ST1,2: New straw-tube trackers: VETO against hadron  
electro-production in the beam material upstream the ECAL.
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Full statistics (2016-2018) and selection criteria 
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(i) e- momentum 100±3 
GeV and a small angle 
to reject upstream e− 
interactions. 

(ii)  ESRD detector 
compatible with e−s and 
in time with trigger.

(iii)  Lateral and longitudinal 
shape of the shower in 
the ECAL consistent 
signal

(iv)  No multiple hits activity 
in the Straw,

nEOT = 4.3 × 1010  @≃ (1.5-5) × 106 e-/spill (2016). 
nEOT = 5.4 × 1010  @≃ (5 − 6) × 106 e-/spill (2017).  
nEOT= 1.87 × 1011 @≃(8 − 9) × 106 e-/spill (2018). 
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FIG. 2: The left panel shows the measured distribution of events in the (EECAL;EHCAL) plane from the combined BGO and
PbSc run data at the earlier phase of the analysis. Another plot shows the same distribution after applying of all selection
criteria. The dashed area shows the signal box region which is open. The side bands A and C shown were used for the
background estimate inside the signal box. For illustration purpose the size of the signal box along Y-axis is increased by a
factor five.

the full sample for the background estimate. The num-
ber of signal candidates nA0 is counted after unblinding.
A detailed Monte Carlo (MC) simulation was used to
study detector performance and acceptance, to simulate
background sources, and to select cuts and estimate the
reconstruction e�ciency. In order to verify the reliability
of the MC simulation and estimate the systematic un-
certainties in the signal e�ciency reconstruction in the
energy range predicted by the simulation, the rare QED
process of dimuon pairs electroproduction in the target,
e�Z ! e�Zµ+µ�, was used as a benchmark The same
selection cuts were applied to both signal and reference
channel, in order to keep systematic uncertainties low al-
lowing to use the dimuon production also as a benchmark
for background prediction.

The left panel in Fig.2 shows the distribution of
the events from the reaction e�Z ! anything in the
(EECAL;EHCAL) plane measured with 2.75 ⇥ 109 eot.
Here, EHCAL is the sum of the energy deposited in the
first two HCAL modules. About 5 · 104 events were se-
lected with the loose cut requiring in-time energy de-
position in the SRD within the SR region. Events
from the area I in Fig.2 originates from the reaction
e�Z ! e�Zµ+µ� accompanied by the energy of ' 10
GeV deposited by the dimuon pair in the HCAL. The
region II shows the SM events from the hadron electro-
production in the target which satisfy the energy conser-
vation EECAL + EHCAL ' 100 GeV within the energy
resolution. The leak of these events to the signal box
due to the energy resolution is was found to be negligi-
ble. The events from the region III whose fraction is a

few ' 10�2 are mostly due to pileup of e� and beam
hadrons.

The candidate events were selected with the crite-
ria, chosen to maximize signal acceptance and the ra-
tio nMC/nb, where nMC and nb are the numbers of MC
and background events, respectively. The following selec-
tion criteria were applied: i) The incoming particle track
should have a small angle with the beam axis to reject
large angle tracks from possible upstream interactions.
ii) The energy deposited in the SRD detector should be
within the SR range and in-time with the trigger. iii)
The lateral and longitudinal shape of the shower in the
ECAL should be consistent with the one expected for
the signal shower [56]. iv) No activity in V2. Only about
6 · 102 events passed these criteria from combined BGO
and PbSc runs.

TABLE I: Estimated numbers of events in the signal box from
di↵erent background sources.

Source of background Number of events
µ! e⌫⌫, ⇡, K ! e⌫ decays in-flight . 0.01
loss of e� energy due to punchthrough �s . 0.001
lost of hadrons from e

�
Z ! e

� + hadrons . 0.01
loss of dimuons from e

�
Z ! e

�
Zµ

+
µ

� . 0.03
e

� interactions . 0.01
pileup of e� and µ, ⇡, K . 0.02
Total . 0.1 events

The search for the A0 ! invisible decays requires par-
ticular attention to backgrounds. Every process with a
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Full statistics (2016-2018) and selection criteria 
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(i) e- momentum 100±3 
GeV and a small angle 
to reject upstream e− 
interactions. 

(ii)  ESRD detector 
compatible with e−s and 
in time with trigger.

(iii)  Lateral and longitudinal 
shape of the shower in 
the ECAL consistent 
signal

(iv)  No multiple hits activity 
in the Straw,

generated by the primary e�s in the target [9, 10]. A Geant4 based Monte Carlo

(MC) simulation used to study the detector performance, signal acceptance, and

background level, as well as the analysis procedure including selection of cuts and

estimate of the sensitivity are described in detail in Ref.[11].
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Figure 2. The left panel shows the measured distribution of events in the (EECAL;EHCAL)

plane from the combined run data at the earlier phase of the analysis. Another panel shows

the same distribution after applying all selection criteria. The dashed area is the signal box

which is open. The size of the signal box along the EHCAL axis is increased by a factor of

5 for illustration purposes. The side bands A and C are the ones used for the background

estimate inside the signal region.

The left panel in Fig. 2 shows the distribution of ' 3 ⇥ 104 events from the

reaction e�Z ! anything in the (EECAL;EHCAL) plane measured with loose selec-

tion criteria requiring mainly the presence of a beam e� identified with the SR tag.

Events from the area I in the left panel of Fig. 2 originate from the QED dimuon

production, dominated by the reaction e�Z ! e�Z�; � ! µ+µ� with a hard brems-

strahlung photon conversion on a target nucleus and characterized by the energy of

' 10 GeV deposited by the dimuon pair in the HCAL. This rare process was used as

a benchmark allowing to verify the reliability of the MC simulation, correct the sig-

nal acceptance, cross-check systematic uncertainties and background estimate [11].

The region II shows the SM events from the hadron electroproduction in the target

which satisfy the energy conservation EECAL+EHCAL ' 100 GeV within the energy

resolution of the detectors.

Finally, the following selection criteria were chosen to maximize the acceptance

for signal events and to minimize the numbers of background events: (i) The incoming

particle track should have the momentum 100±3 GeV and a small angle with respect

to the beam axis to reject large angle tracks from the upstream e� interactions. (ii)

The energy deposited in the SRD detector should be within the SR range emitted

by e�s and in time with the trigger. This was the key cut identifying the pure

– 6 –

nEOT = 4.3 × 1010  @≃ (1.5-5) × 106 e-/spill (2016). 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hadronic interactions in the downstream part of the beam line accompanied by the

large transverse fluctuations of hadronic secondaries, which is di�cult to simulate

reliably. Table I summarizes the conservatively estimated background inside the

signal region, which is expected to be 0.53 ± 0.17 events. After determining all the

selection criteria and estimating background levels, we examined the events in the

signal box and found no candidates, as shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 3. The NA64 90% C.L. exclusion region in the (mA0 , ✏) plane. Constraints from

the E787, E949 [1], BaBar [13] experiments, recent NA62 [14] results, as well as the muon

↵µ favored area are also shown. Here, ↵µ = gµ�2
2 . For more limits obtained from indirect

searches and planned measurements see e.g. Ref. [1, 2].

3.3 Results and calculation of limits

This allows us to obtain the mA0-dependent upper limits on the mixing ✏ which were

calculated as follows. In the final combined statistical analysis the three runs I-III

were analysed simultaneously using the multi-bin limit setting technique [11] based

on the RooStats package [16]. First, the above obtained estimates of background,

e�ciencies, and their corrections and uncertainties were used to optimize better the

main cut defining the signal box by comparing sensitivities, defined as an average

expected limit calculated using the profile likelihood method. The calculations were

done with uncertainties used as nuisance parameters, assuming their log-normal dis-

tributions [17]. For this optimization, the most important inputs were the expected

values from the background extrapolation into the signal region from the data sam-

ples of the runs I,II,III. The errors for background prediction were estimated from

the variation of the extrapolation functions. It was found that the optimal cut value

depends very weakly on the A0 mass choice and can be safely set to EECAL < 50

GeV for the whole mass range.
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 NEW constraints on sub-GeV DM parameter space (2016-2018) 
 

!19

First time NA64 
constraints on light 

thermal DM exceeding 
sensitivity of beam 

dump exp. 
(suppressed by 𝝐2𝛼D)

NA64 collaboration, arXiv 1906.00176 , CERN-EP-2019-116
 Figure 4. The top raw shows the NA64 limits in the (y;m�) plane obtained for ↵D = 0.5

(left panel) and ↵D = 0.1 (right panel) from the full 2016-18 data set. The bottom

raw shows the NA64 constraints in the (↵D;mA0) plane on the pseudo-Dirac (left panel)

and Majorana (right panel) DM. The limits are shown in comparison with bounds from

the results of the LSND and E137 [1], MiniBooNE [15], BaBar [13], and direct detection

experiments . The favoured parameters to account for the observed relic DM density for

the scalar, pseudo-Dirac and Majorana type of light DM are shown as the lowest solid line

in top plots.

3.4 Constraints on sub-GeV dark matter

Using constraints on the cross section of the DM annihilation freeze out (resulting in

Eq.(3.2)), and obtained limits on mixing strength of Fig. 3, one can derive constraints

on the LDM models, which are shown in the (y;m�) and (↵D;m�) planes in Fig. 4

for the masses m� . 1 GeV. The y limits are shown together with the favoured

parameters for scalar, pseudo-Dirac (with a small splitting) and Majorana scenario

of LDM taking into account the observed relic DM density [1]. The limits on the

variable y are calculated by using Eq.(3.3) under the convention ↵D = 0.1 and =0.5,

and mA0 = 3m� [1, 2]. This choice of the ↵D region is compatible with the bounds

derived based on the running of the dark gauge coupling arguments. The plot shows

also the comparison of our results with bounds from other experiments. It should

be noted that for smaller values of ↵D NA64 limits will be stronger, due to the fact
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Background estimation 

!20

initial e� state. (iii) The lateral and longitudinal shape of the shower in the ECAL

should be consistent with the one expected for the signal shower [9]. (iv) There

should be no multiple hits activity in the Straw, which was an e↵ective cut against

hadron electroproduction in the beam material upstream the dump, and no activity

in VETO. Only ' 1.6⇥ 104 events passed these criteria from combined runs.

3.2 Background

The two largest sources of background which may fake the A0 ! invisible signal are

expected from i) the mistakenly tagged beam µ, ⇡, K decays in flight. For example,

a particle passing through the vacuum vessel window could knock electrons o↵, which

hit the SRD creating a fake tag for a e�, and ii) the energy loss in events from nuclear

e- interactions in the beam line due to the insu�cient downstream detector coverage.

The selection cuts to eliminate these backgrounds have been chosen such that they

do not a↵ect the shape of the true Emiss spectrum. Two complementary methods

Table 1. Expected background for 2.95⇥ 1011 EOT.

Background source Background number, nb

punchthrough �’s, cracks, holes < 0.01

loss of dimuons 0.024± 0.007

µ ! e⌫⌫, ⇡, K ! e⌫, Ke3 decays 0.02± 0.01

e� interactions in the beam line 0.43± 0.16

µ, ⇡, K interactions in the target 0.044± 0.014

accidental SR tag and µ, ⇡, K decays < 0.01

Total nb 0.53± 0.17

based on the MC simulations and data themselves were used for the background

estimation in the signal region. The relatively small event-number backgrounds such

as the decays of the beam µ, ⇡, K or µ from the reaction of dimuon production were

simulated with the full statistics of the data. Large event-number processes from

e� interactions in the target or beam line, punchthrough of secondary hadrons were

also studied extensively, although simulated samples with statistics similar to the

data were not feasible. The background estimate in this case was mainly extracted

from data by the extrapolation of events from sidebands A and C shown in the

right panel of Fig. 2 into the signal region, assessing the systematic uncertainties

by varying the background fit functions. We also examined the number of events

observed in several regions around the signal box, which were statistically consistent

with the estimates. Events in the region A (EECAL < 50 GeV ;EHCAL > 1 GeV ) are

pure neutral hadronic secondaries produced by electrons in the ECAL target, while

events from the region C (EECAL > 50 GeV ;EHCAL < 1 GeV ) are likely from the e�

– 7 –

A: pure neutral hadronic  
secondaries produced by  
electrons in the ECAL target 

C: hadronic interactions in  
SRD region accompanied  
by large transverse  
fluctuations of hadronic  
secondaries. 

generated by the primary e�s in the target [9, 10]. A Geant4 based Monte Carlo

(MC) simulation used to study the detector performance, signal acceptance, and

background level, as well as the analysis procedure including selection of cuts and

estimate of the sensitivity are described in detail in Ref.[11].
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Figure 2. The left panel shows the measured distribution of events in the (EECAL;EHCAL)

plane from the combined run data at the earlier phase of the analysis. Another panel shows

the same distribution after applying all selection criteria. The dashed area is the signal box

which is open. The size of the signal box along the EHCAL axis is increased by a factor of

5 for illustration purposes. The side bands A and C are the ones used for the background

estimate inside the signal region.

The left panel in Fig. 2 shows the distribution of ' 3 ⇥ 104 events from the

reaction e�Z ! anything in the (EECAL;EHCAL) plane measured with loose selec-

tion criteria requiring mainly the presence of a beam e� identified with the SR tag.

Events from the area I in the left panel of Fig. 2 originate from the QED dimuon

production, dominated by the reaction e�Z ! e�Z�; � ! µ+µ� with a hard brems-

strahlung photon conversion on a target nucleus and characterized by the energy of

' 10 GeV deposited by the dimuon pair in the HCAL. This rare process was used as

a benchmark allowing to verify the reliability of the MC simulation, correct the sig-

nal acceptance, cross-check systematic uncertainties and background estimate [11].

The region II shows the SM events from the hadron electroproduction in the target

which satisfy the energy conservation EECAL+EHCAL ' 100 GeV within the energy

resolution of the detectors.

Finally, the following selection criteria were chosen to maximize the acceptance

for signal events and to minimize the numbers of background events: (i) The incoming

particle track should have the momentum 100±3 GeV and a small angle with respect

to the beam axis to reject large angle tracks from the upstream e� interactions. (ii)

The energy deposited in the SRD detector should be within the SR range emitted

by e�s and in time with the trigger. This was the key cut identifying the pure

– 6 –
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Current bounds on thermal relic DM & projected NA64 sensitivity 
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5.

 New results and projection for sub-GeV thermal DM (I)  
αD = 0.1, mA� = 3mχ

•  Sensitivity of a beam-dump ~ε4αD, NA64~ε2      

•  Bounds from LSND, SLAC, MiniBooNE for ~1022, 1019, 1020 POT

•  NA64 can cover significant area with ~ a few 1012 EOT

Favored (y, mχ) for observed 

relic DM density for the scalar,

pseudo-Dirac and Majorana type. 

NA64 2018
NA64 2016preliminary 
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and 
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NA64 upgrade -ongoing
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▪ New DAQ: reduce losses due to dead time and pileup,  

increase number of channels

▪ New VETO HCAL in SRD region:  

hadronic secondaries rejection  

 

4.3 Hadron Calorimeter (HCAL) and VETO systems

Downstream the ECAL the detector was equipped with a high-e�ciency veto counter VETO, and a
massive, HCAL of ' 30 nuclear interaction lengths. The HCAL served as an e�cient veto to detect muons
or hadronic secondaries produced in the e�A interactions in the target. The HCAL energy resolution was
�EHCAL/EHCAL ' 0.6/

p
EHCAL. Four muon plane counters, MU1-MU4, located between the HCAL

modules were used for the muon identification in the final state.
The HCAL is used to enhance the longitudinal setup hermeticity for the sensitive search for the

invisible decay A0 ! ��̄ into the lighter dark matter particles. The HCAL detects charged and neutral
hadrons and provides a measurement of the energy leak from the ECAL complementary to that derived
from momentum measurements in the tracker chambers and the ECAL itself. Knowledge of neutral
hadrons energy is important when constructing kinematic variables such as missing energy, as Veto
cannot reject events with a neutral hadronic final state.

The HCAL consists of 4 modules, each of 9 cells arranged in a matrix 3x3 as shown in Fig.10. Each cell
consists of 48 iron/scintillator layers with 25 mm and 4 mm thickness, respectively. The iron plates are
spot-welded together providing appropriate mechanical rigidity. Each module has transverse dimension
of 60 ⇥ 60 cm2, weight 3500 kg and corresponds to about 7 �int (nuclear interaction lengths). In 2017
the last HCAL module installed downstream was used as a Zero-degree calorimeter to detect high-energy
(undeflected) neutrals such as bremsstrahlung photons or neutrons, and thus help to reject background
of electrons from the low energy tail of the primary beam.

Figure 10: Left: sketch of the current HCAL NA64 design. Right: picture of the 4 HCAL modules during
the assembly at CERN.

5 Planned activities

Several detector issues must be addressed for NA64 to collect data as e�ciently as possible in the 2021
run and beyond. The upgrades proposed are designed to improve the reliability of the detector and to
improve the trigger/DAQ livetime. The improvement in data-taking e�ciency will come mainly from
the replacement of DAQ components. Several modifications to the trigger and front-end readout are
required to achieve the live-time improvement. We estimate that the combined improvement will reduce
the experiment’s overall deadtime (i.e., total beam time for which the experiment is not live) by 10%,
equivalent to adding potentially 0.5 weeks to a 5 week run.

To increase the overall signal e�ciency and improve background rejection the following upgrade of
the setup will be installed: i) additional trackers, ii) new ECAL and HCAL for improved hermeticity and
with finer segmentation, iii) two fast beam hodoscopes in the upstream part of the setup, iv) transversely
segmented SRD detector with improved readout, v) zero-angle veto to suppress bremsstrahlung photons,
vi) large Veto in front of the ECAL to reject low energy electrons, vii) upstream small size scintillator
counter to improve beam divergency, viii) further developments of the DAQ and the analysis program
are in progress to ensure a substantial data collection of neot ' 1012 events in 2021.

To this aim the collaboration started to seek for funding for the detector upgrades. The preliminary
budget that was discussed by the collaboration board is attached to this application (Budget NA64.pdf)

12

▪ Additional trackers: improve efficiency/reduce material budget
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2) The NA64 search for X/A’ → e+e- 
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8Be anomaly and X boson 
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Could be explained by new  
‘protophobic’ gauge boson X 
with mass around 17 MeV

,

− → → ′ → − +

− +
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e+

X-boson
e-

30X0

∼

A. J. Krasznahorkay et al. Phys. Rev. Lett.116, 042501 (2015)

J. L. Feng et al. Phys. Rev. D95, 035017 (2017)
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The NA64 search for X→ e+e-  - experimental setup 
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FIG. 1: Schematic illustration of the setup to search for A0, X ! e+e� decays of the bremsstrahlung A0, X produced in the
reaction eZ ! eZA0(X) of 100 GeV e� incident on the active WCAL target.

various phenomenological aspects of light vector bosons
weakly coupled to quarks and lepton, see e.g. [6–11]

Another strong motivation to the search for a new light
boson decaying into e+e� pair is provided by the Dark
Matter puzzle. An intriguing possibility is that in ad-
dition to gravity a new force between the dark sector
and visible matter, transmitted by a new vector boson,
A0 (dark photon), might exist [12, 13]. Such A0 could
have a mass mA0 . 1 GeV, associated with a sponta-
neously broken gauged U(1)D symmetry, and would cou-
ple to the Standard Model (SM) through kinetic mixing
with the ordinary photon, � 1

2✏Fµ⌫A0µ⌫ , parametrized by
the mixing strength ✏ ⌧ 1 [14–16], for a review see, e.g.
[4, 17, 18]. A number of previous experiments, such as
beam dump [19–33], fixed target [34–36], collider [37–
39] and rare particle decay [40–51] experiments have al-
ready put stringent constraints on the mass mA0 and ✏ of
such dark photons excluding, in particular, the parame-
ter space region favored by the gµ�2 anomaly. However,
a large range of mixing strengths 10�4 . ✏ . 10�3 cor-
responding to a short-lived A0 still remains unexplored.
These values of ✏ could naturally be obtained from the
loop e↵ects of particles charged under both the dark
and SM U(1) interactions with a typical 1-loop value
✏ = egD/16⇡2 [16], where gD is the coupling constant
of the U(1)D gauge interactions. In this Letter we report
the first results from the NA64 experiment specifically
designed for a direct search of the e+e� decays of new
short-lived particles at the CERN SPS in the sub-GeV
mass range [52–55].

The experiment employs the optimized 100 GeV elec-
tron beam from the H4 beam line in the North Area
(NA) of the CERN SPS. The beam delivers ' 5⇥106 e�

per SPS spill of 4.8 s produced by the primary 400 GeV
proton beam with an intensity of a few 1012 protons on
target. The NA64 setup designed for the searches of X
bosons and A0 is schematically shown in Fig. 1. Two
scintillation counters, S1 and S2 were used for the beam
definition, while the other two, S3 and S4, were used to
detect the e+e� pairs. The detector is equipped with a
magnetic spectrometer consisting of two MPBL magnets

and a low material budget tracker. The tracker was a
set of four upstream Micromegas (MM) chambers (T1,
T2) for the incoming e� angle selection and two sets
of downstream MM, GEM stations and scintillator ho-
doscopes (T3, T4) allowing the measurement of the out-
going tracks [56, 57]. To enhance the electron identifica-
tion the synchrotron radiation (SR) emitted by electrons
was used for their e�cient tagging and for additional sup-
pression of the initial hadron contamination in the beam
⇡/e� ' 10�2 down to the level ' 10�6 [55, 58]. The use
of SR detectors (SRD) is a key point for the hadron back-
ground suppression and improvement of the sensitivity
compared to the previous electron beam dump searches
[23, 24]. The dump is a compact electromagnetic (e-m)
calorimeter WCALmade as short as possible to maximize
the sensitivity to short lifetimes while keeping the leakage
of particles at a small level. It is followed by another e-m
calorimeter (ECAL), which is a matrix of 6⇥ 6 shashlik-
type modules [55]. The WCAL(ECAL) was assembled
from the tungsten(lead) and plastic scintillator plates
with wave lengths shifting fiber read-out. The ECAL has
' 40 radiation lengths (X0) and is located at a distance
' 3.5 m from the WCAL. Downstream the ECAL the de-
tector was equipped with a high-e�ciency veto counter,
V3, and a massive, hermetic hadron calorimeter (HCAL)
[55] used as a hadron veto and muon identificator.
The method of the search for A0 ! e+e� decays is

described in [52, 53]. The application of all further con-
siderations to the case of theX ! e+e� decay is straight-
forward. If the A0 exists, it could be produced via the
coupling to electrons wherein high-energy electrons scat-
ter o↵ a nuclei of the active WCAL dump target, followed
by the decay into e+e� pairs:

e� + Z ! e� + Z +A0(X); A0(X) ! e+e� (1)

The reaction (1) typically occurs within the first few
radiation lengths (X0) of the WCAL. The downstream
part of the WCAL served as a dump to absorb completely
the e-m shower tail. The bremsstrahlung A0 would pene-
trate the rest of the dump and the veto counter V2 with-

Addition of  
W calorimeter

Zooming in (next slide)
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The NA64 search for X→ e+e-  - experimental signature 
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FIG. 1: Schematic illustration of the setup to search for A0, X ! e+e� decays of the bremsstrahlung A0, X produced in the
reaction eZ ! eZA0(X) of 100 GeV e� incident on the active WCAL target.

various phenomenological aspects of light vector bosons
weakly coupled to quarks and lepton, see e.g. [6–11]

Another strong motivation to the search for a new light
boson decaying into e+e� pair is provided by the Dark
Matter puzzle. An intriguing possibility is that in ad-
dition to gravity a new force between the dark sector
and visible matter, transmitted by a new vector boson,
A0 (dark photon), might exist [12, 13]. Such A0 could
have a mass mA0 . 1 GeV, associated with a sponta-
neously broken gauged U(1)D symmetry, and would cou-
ple to the Standard Model (SM) through kinetic mixing
with the ordinary photon, � 1

2✏Fµ⌫A0µ⌫ , parametrized by
the mixing strength ✏ ⌧ 1 [14–16], for a review see, e.g.
[4, 17, 18]. A number of previous experiments, such as
beam dump [19–33], fixed target [34–36], collider [37–
39] and rare particle decay [40–51] experiments have al-
ready put stringent constraints on the mass mA0 and ✏ of
such dark photons excluding, in particular, the parame-
ter space region favored by the gµ�2 anomaly. However,
a large range of mixing strengths 10�4 . ✏ . 10�3 cor-
responding to a short-lived A0 still remains unexplored.
These values of ✏ could naturally be obtained from the
loop e↵ects of particles charged under both the dark
and SM U(1) interactions with a typical 1-loop value
✏ = egD/16⇡2 [16], where gD is the coupling constant
of the U(1)D gauge interactions. In this Letter we report
the first results from the NA64 experiment specifically
designed for a direct search of the e+e� decays of new
short-lived particles at the CERN SPS in the sub-GeV
mass range [52–55].

The experiment employs the optimized 100 GeV elec-
tron beam from the H4 beam line in the North Area
(NA) of the CERN SPS. The beam delivers ' 5⇥106 e�

per SPS spill of 4.8 s produced by the primary 400 GeV
proton beam with an intensity of a few 1012 protons on
target. The NA64 setup designed for the searches of X
bosons and A0 is schematically shown in Fig. 1. Two
scintillation counters, S1 and S2 were used for the beam
definition, while the other two, S3 and S4, were used to
detect the e+e� pairs. The detector is equipped with a
magnetic spectrometer consisting of two MPBL magnets

and a low material budget tracker. The tracker was a
set of four upstream Micromegas (MM) chambers (T1,
T2) for the incoming e� angle selection and two sets
of downstream MM, GEM stations and scintillator ho-
doscopes (T3, T4) allowing the measurement of the out-
going tracks [56, 57]. To enhance the electron identifica-
tion the synchrotron radiation (SR) emitted by electrons
was used for their e�cient tagging and for additional sup-
pression of the initial hadron contamination in the beam
⇡/e� ' 10�2 down to the level ' 10�6 [55, 58]. The use
of SR detectors (SRD) is a key point for the hadron back-
ground suppression and improvement of the sensitivity
compared to the previous electron beam dump searches
[23, 24]. The dump is a compact electromagnetic (e-m)
calorimeter WCALmade as short as possible to maximize
the sensitivity to short lifetimes while keeping the leakage
of particles at a small level. It is followed by another e-m
calorimeter (ECAL), which is a matrix of 6⇥ 6 shashlik-
type modules [55]. The WCAL(ECAL) was assembled
from the tungsten(lead) and plastic scintillator plates
with wave lengths shifting fiber read-out. The ECAL has
' 40 radiation lengths (X0) and is located at a distance
' 3.5 m from the WCAL. Downstream the ECAL the de-
tector was equipped with a high-e�ciency veto counter,
V3, and a massive, hermetic hadron calorimeter (HCAL)
[55] used as a hadron veto and muon identificator.
The method of the search for A0 ! e+e� decays is

described in [52, 53]. The application of all further con-
siderations to the case of theX ! e+e� decay is straight-
forward. If the A0 exists, it could be produced via the
coupling to electrons wherein high-energy electrons scat-
ter o↵ a nuclei of the active WCAL dump target, followed
by the decay into e+e� pairs:

e� + Z ! e� + Z +A0(X); A0(X) ! e+e� (1)

The reaction (1) typically occurs within the first few
radiation lengths (X0) of the WCAL. The downstream
part of the WCAL served as a dump to absorb completely
the e-m shower tail. The bremsstrahlung A0 would pene-
trate the rest of the dump and the veto counter V2 with-

Signature:  
1) EWCAL+EECAL = 100 GeV 
2) No activity in V2,3 and  
    HCAL  
3) Signal in S3, S4 
4) e-m shower in ECAL  
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FIG. 3: The 90% C.L. exclusion areas in the (mX ; ✏) plane
from the NA64 experiment (blue area). For the mass of
16.7 MeV, the X � e� coupling region excluded by NA64 is
1.3⇥10�4 < ✏e < 4.2 ⇥ 10�4. The full allowed range of ✏e ex-
plaining the 8Be* anomaly, 2.0⇥10�4 . ✏e . 1.4⇥10�3 [2, 3],
is also shown (red area). The constraints on the mixing ✏ from
the experiments E774 [24], E141 [21], BaBar [39], KLOE [44],
HADES [46], PHENIX [47], NA48 [49], and bounds from the
electron anomalous magnetic moment (g � 2)e [67] are also
shown.

calculated under assumption that this decay mode is pre-
dominant, see e.g. Eq.(3.7) in Ref. [53]. Each i-th entry
in this sum was calculated by simulating signal events for
the corresponding beam running conditions and process-
ing them through the reconstruction program with the
same selection criteria and e�ciency corrections as for the

data sample from the run-i. In the overall signal e�ciency
for each run the acceptance loss due to pileup (' 7% for
40 X0 and ' 10% for 30 X0 runs) was taken into account
and cross-checked using dimuon events. The total e↵ec-
tive number of collected nEOT = 5.4 ⇥ 1010 EOT takes
into account the trigger suppression factor and dead time.
The trigger (SRD tagging) e�ciency were obtained using
unbiased samples of events that bypass selection criteria
and were found to be 0.95 (0.97) with a small uncer-
tainty 2%. The A0 yield from the dump was calculated
as described in Ref.[60]. These calculations were cross-
checked with the calculations of Ref.[65, 66]. The . 10%
di↵erence between the two calculations, presumably due
to the di↵erence in computation program used, was ac-
counted for as a systematic uncertainty in nA0(✏,mA0).
The e�ciency corrections obtained from the cross check
with the dimuon sample do not exceed 20% with uncer-
tainty of 10% and 15%, for the 40 X0 and 30 X0 runs,
respectively. The total systematic uncertainty on NA0

calculated by adding all errors in quadrature did not ex-
eed ' 25% for both runs. The combined 90% C.L. exclu-
sion limits on the mixing ✏ as a function of the A0 mass
is shown in Fig. 3 together with the current constraints
from other experiments. Our results exclude X-boson as
an explanation for the 8Be* anomaly for the X�e� cou-
pling ✏e . 4.2⇥10�4 and mass value of 16.7 MeV, leaving
the still unexplored region 4.2 ⇥ 10�4 . ✏e . 1.4⇥ 10�3

as quite an exciting prospect for further searches.
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out interactions and decay in flight into an e+e� pair
in the decay volume downstream the WCAL. A frac-
tion (f) of the primary beam energy E1 = fE0 is de-
posited in the WCAL by the recoil electron from the
reaction (1). The remaining part of the primary elec-
tron energy E2 = (1 � f)E0 is transmitted through the
dump by the A0, and deposited in the second down-
stream calorimeter ECAL via the A0(X) ! e+e� de-
cay in flight, as shown in Fig. 1. For the mass range
1  mA0  25 MeV and energy EA0 & 20 GeV, the
opening angle ⇥e+e� ' 2mA0/EA0 . 2 mrad of the de-
cay e+e� pair is too small to be resolved in the tracker
T3-T4, and the pairs are mostly detected as a single-track
e-m shower in the ECAL. The occurrence of A0 ! e+e�

decays produced in e�Z interactions would appear as an
excess of events with two e-m-like showers in the detector:
one shower in the WCAL, and another one in the ECAL
with the total energy Etot = EWCAL + EECAL equal to
the beam energy (E0), above those expected from the
background sources. The results reported here are ob-
tained from data samples in which 2.4⇥1010 of electrons
on target (EOT) and 3 ⇥ 1010 EOT were collected with
the WCAL of 40 X0 (with a length of 290 mm) and of
30 X0 (220 mm), respectively. The events were collected
with a hardware trigger requiring in-time energy deposi-
tion in the WCAL and EWCAL . 70 GeV. Data of these
two runs (hereafter called the 40 X0 and 30 X0 run)
were analyzed with similar selection criteria and finally
summed up, taking into account the corresponding nor-
malization factors. A detailed Geant4 based Monte Carlo
(MC) simulation was used to study the detector perfor-
mance and acceptance, to simulate backgrounds and to
select cuts and estimate the reconstruction e�ciency.

The candidate events were selected with the follow-
ing criteria chosen to maximize the acceptance of sig-
nal events and to minimize the number of background
events, using both MC simulation and data: (i) There
should be only one track entering the dump. No cuts
on reconstructed outgoing tracks were used; (ii) No en-
ergy deposition in the V2 counter exceeding about half
of the energy deposited by the minimum ionizing par-
ticle (MIP) ; (iii) The signal in the decay counter S4
is consistent with two MIPs; (iv) The sum of energies
deposited in the WCAL+ECAL is equal to the beam
energy within the energy resolution of these detectors.
At least 30% of the total energy should be deposited
in the ECAL. The latter cut was based on the simula-
tion of the A0 spectra [59, 60]; (v) The showers in the
WCAL and ECAL should start to develop within a few
first X0; (vi) The lateral and longitudinal shape of the
shower in the ECAL are consistent with a single e-m
one. This requirement does not decrease the e�ciency
to signal events because the distance between e� and
e+ in the ECAL is very small. However, for the A0 de-
cays with energy . 5 GeV the ECAL shower is not well
described by the single shower shape, therefore, the ad-
ditional ECAL energy cut EECAL > 5 GeV was applied.
The rejection of events with hadrons in the final state
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FIG. 2: Distribution of selected e-m neutral and signal-like
events in the (EWCAL;EECAL) plane from the combined 30
X0 and 40 X0 runs. Neutral events are shown as blue squares.
The only signal-like event is shown as a red square. The
dashed band represents the signal box region, which is open.

was based on the veto V3 and/or the energy deposited in
the HCAL. As in the prevoius analyses [54, 55], in order
to check various e�ciencies and the reliability of the MC
simulations, we selected a clean sample of ' 105 µ+µ�

events with EWCAL < 60 GeV originated from the QED
dimuon production in the dump. This rare process is
dominated by the reaction e�Z ! e�Z�; � ! µ+µ� of a
hard bremsstrahlung photon conversion into the dimuon
pair on a dump nucleus. We performed various compar-
isons between these events and the corresponding MC
simulated sample, and applied the estimated e�ciency
corrections to the MC events. These corrections do not
exceed 20%.
In order to avoid biases in the determination of selec-

tion criteria for signal events, a blind analysis was per-
formed. The signal box was defined as 90 < Etot < 110
GeV. Events from the signal box were excluded from the
analysis of the data until the validity of the background
estimate in this region was established. For the selec-
tion criteria optimization 20% of the data from each run
were used, while the full data sample was used for the
background estimate.
The search for the A0 ! e+e� decays requires par-

ticular attention to backgrounds. Every process with a
track in the tracker and an e-m cluster in the ECAL was
considered as a potential source of background. There
are several processes that can fake the A0 ! e+e� sig-
nal. Among them the two most important were ex-
pected from the K0

S decays in flight. The first one in-
cluded the e+e� pair production either from decay chain
K0

S ! ⇡0⇡0;⇡0 ! �e+e� of K0
S produced in the WCAL

dump or from the � ! e+e� conversion of photons from
⇡0 ! �� decays either in the T3 plane or earlier in
the upstream part of the beamline. Another background
could come from the K0

S ! ⇡+⇡� hadronic decays that
could be misidentified as an e-m event in the ECAL at
the level . 2.5⇥ 10�5 evaluated from the measurements
with the pion beam. The leading K0 can be produced

Signal like

No signal- 
like event in  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Setup optimization: 
shorter WCAL, thinner veto (W2) after WCAL, vacuum pipe installed, 
additional trackers and  increased WCAL- ECAL distance.

Beam energy: 100 GeV (2017) → 150 GeV

by a new vector boson, A0 (dark photon), might exist . Such A0 could have a mass

mA0 . 1 GeV, associated with a spontaneously broken gauged U(1)D symmetry, and

would couple to the Standard Model (SM) through kinetic mixing with the ordinary

photon, �1
2✏Fµ⌫A

0µ⌫ , parametrized by the mixing strength ✏ ⌧ 1 , for a review see,

e.g. [21]. A number of previous experiments, such as beam dump, fixed target,

Figure 5. Schematic illustration of the setup to search for A0, X ! e+e� decays of the

bremsstrahlung A0, X produced in the reaction eZ ! eZA0(X) of 100 GeV e� incident on

the active WCAL target.

collider and rare particle decay experiments have already put stringent constraints

on the mass mA0 and ✏ of such dark photons excluding, in particular, the parameter

space region favored by the gµ � 2 anomaly, see e.g. [1]. However, a large range

of mixing strengths 10�4 . ✏ . 10�3 corresponding to a short-lived A0 still remains

unexplored. These values of ✏ could naturally be obtained from the loop e↵ects of

particles charged under both the dark and SM U(1) interactions with a typical 1-loop

value ✏ = eeD/16⇡2, where eD is the coupling constant of the U(1)D gauge interac-

tions. The search for e+e� decays of new short-lived particles at the CERN SPS was

performed by the NA64 experiment in 2017 [12]. Below we report the improved re-

sults from the NA64 experiment obtained using the data collected in 2018 in the new

run at the CERN SPS performed after optimization of the experiment configuration

and parameters.

4.1 The search method and the detector

The experiment employs the optimized electron beam from the H4 beam line in

the North Area (NA) of the CERN SPS. The beam delivers ' 5 ⇥ 106 e� per SPS

spill of 4.8 s produced by the primary 400 GeV proton beam with an intensity

of a few 1012 protons on target. The NA64 setup designed for the searches of X

bosons and A0 is schematically shown in Fig. 5. Two scintillation counters, S1 and

S2 were used for the beam definition, while the other two, S3 and S4, were used

to detect the e+e� pairs. The detector is equipped with a magnetic spectrometer

consisting of two MPBL magnets and a low material budget tracker. The tracker

was a set of four upstream Micromegas (MM) chambers (T1, T2) for the incoming

e� angle selection and two sets of downstream MM, GEM stations and scintillator

– 12 –
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Figure 6. Distribution of selected e-m neutral events in the (EWCAL, EECAL) plane from

the 2018 data. Neutral events are shown as blue squares. The shadowed band represents

the signal box region.

0.006 for the 2018 data. The smaller number of neutral events and lower background

in the 2018 data are expected, because due to the higher distance between WCAL

and ECAL less K0
S events pass the criteria (v) and (vi). In addition, the background

is decreased because of the vacuum pipe before S4.

The charge-exchange reaction ⇡�p ! (� 1)⇡0 + n + ... which can occur in the

last layers of the WCAL with decay photons escaping the dump without interactions

and accompanied by poorly detected secondaries is another source of fake signal.

To evaluate this background we used the extrapolation of the charge-exchange cross

sections, � ⇠ Z2/3, measured on di↵erent nuclei. The beam pion flux suppression

by the SRD tagging is taken into account in the estimation. The contribution from

the beam kaon decays in-flight K� ! e�⌫⇡+⇡�(Ke4) and dimuon production in the

dump e�Z ! e�Zµ+µ� with either ⇡+⇡� or µ+µ� pairs misidentified as e-m event

in the ECAL was found to be negligible.

Table 2. Expected numbers of background events in the signal box that passed the

selection criteria (i)-(vi)

Source of background 2017 data 2018 data

punchthrough � < 0.001 < 0.0005

K0
S ! 2⇡0 0.06± 0.034 0.005± 0.003

⇡N ! (� 1)⇡0 + n+ ... 0.01± 0.004 0.001± 0.0004

⇡� hard brem. in the WCAL < 0.0001

⇡, K ! e⌫, Ke4 decays < 0.001

eZ ! eZµ+µ�;µ± ! e±⌫⌫ < 0.001

Total 0.07± 0.035 0.006± 0.003

Table 2 summarizes the estimated background inside the signal box. The main

part of the total background uncertainty comes from the statistical error of the

– 15 –

Figure 7. The preliminary 90% C.L. exclusion areas in the (mX ; ✏) plane from the NA64

experiment (blue area). For the mass of 16.7 MeV, the X � e� coupling region excluded

by NA64 is 1.2⇥10�4 < ✏e < 6.8 ⇥ 10�4. The full allowed range of ✏e explaining the 8Be*

anomaly, 2.0⇥10�4 . ✏e . 1.4⇥10�3 [19, 20], is also shown (red area). The constraints on

the mixing ✏ from the experiments E774, E141, BaBar, KLOE, HADES, PHENIX, NA48,

and bounds from the electron anomalous magnetic moment (g � 2)e [29] are also shown,

see Ref.[21].

number of observed e-m neutral events. There is also the uncertainty from the cross

sections of the ⇡, K charge-exchange reactions on heavy nucleai (30%).

After determining and optimizing the selection criteria and estimating the back-

ground levels, we examined the signal box and found no candidates.

4.3 Preliminary results on the X ! e+e� and A0 ! e+e� decays

The combined 90% confidence level (C.L.) upper limits for the mixing strength ✏ were

determined from the 90% C.L. upper limit for the expected number of signal events,

N90%
A0 by using the modified frequentist approach for confidence levels (C.L.), taking

the profile likelihood as a test statistic in the asymptotic approximation [24–26]. The

total number of expected signal events in the signal box was the sum of expected

events from the 2017 and 2018 runs:

NA0 =
2X

i=1

N i
A0 =

2X

i=1

ni
EOT ✏

i
totn

i
A0(✏,mA0) (4.2)

where ✏itot is the signal e�ciency in the run i, and ni
A0(✏,mA0) is the number of

the A0 ! e+e� decays in the decay volume with energy EA0 > 25 GeV per EOT,

– 16 –

Beam energy 150 GeV
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leakage small. The method of the search for A0 ! e+e� decays is described in [14, 15]. If the A0

exists, due to the A0(X)� e� coupling it would occasionally be produced by a shower electron (or
positron) in its scattering o↵ a nuclei of the WCAL dump:

e� + Z ! e� + Z +A0(X); A0(X) ! e+e�. (2.2)

Since the A0 is penetrating and enough longer lived, it would escape the beam dump, and sub-
sequently decays into an e+e� pair in a downstream set of detectors. The pair energy would be
equal to the energy missing from the dump. The apparatus is designed to identify and measure the
energy of the e+e� pair in another calorimeter (ECAL). Thus, the signature of the A0(X) ! e+e�

decay is an event with two e-m-like showers in the detector: one shower in the dump, and another
one in the ECAL with the sum energy equal to the beam energy. The NA64 90% C.L. exclusion
limits on the mixing ✏ as a function of the A0 mass is shown in Fig. 6 together with the current
constraints from other experiments. Our results exclude X-boson as an explanation for the 8Be*
anomaly for the X � e� coupling ✏e . 4.2 ⇥ 10�4 and mass value of 16.7 MeV, leaving the still
unexplored region 4.2 ⇥ 10�4 . ✏e . 1.4⇥ 10�3 as quite an exciting prospect for further searches.
The NA64 projected sensitivity to the A0 ! e+e� decays is presented in the middle panel in Fig.
6 for the di↵erent number of accumulated EOT.

Figure 6. Left panel: The 90% C.L. exclusion areas in the (mX ; ✏) plane from the NA64 experiment (blue

area). For the mass of 16.7 MeV, the X � e� coupling region excluded by NA64 is 1.3 ⇥ 10�4 < ✏e <

4.2 ⇥ 10�4. The allowed range of ✏e explaining the 8Be* anomaly (red area) [27], constraints on the mixing

✏ from others experiments and bounds from the electron (g � 2)e are also shown [3]. Middle panel: The

90% C.L. exclusion areas in the (mA0 ; ✏) plane from the NA64 experiment (blue curves) for the di↵erent

numbers of EOT (indicated near the curves) accumulated at 150 GeV. Right panel: The projective NA64

constraints in the (g�� vs ma) plane on the ALP decaying as a ! �� obtained for 5⇥ 1011, 5⇥ 1012 EOT

and shown in comparison with bounds obtained from the results of the E137 , E141, CHARM, and NuCal

experiments, see Ref.[13]. Black solid lines: visible mode setup. Black dashed lines: invisible mode setup.

2.5 The a ! �� and a ! invisible decays of ALPs

The results from the 2017 run shows that NA64 is also capable of a sensitive search for the axion-
like particles (ALP) that couple predominantly to two photons (or decaying invisibly). The idea
is to use the detector shown in Fig.5 for searches of ALPs in events with the pure neutral e.m.
final state detected in the ECAL. One can see from Fig. 6 (right pannel) that NA64 could cover
the niche of short-lived ALPs decaying into two photons, a ! ��, corresponding to the parameter

– 6 –
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FIG. 1: Schematic illustration of the setup to search for A0, X ! e+e� decays of the bremsstrahlung A0, X produced in the
reaction eZ ! eZA0(X) of 100 GeV e� incident on the active WCAL target.

various phenomenological aspects of light vector bosons
weakly coupled to quarks and lepton, see e.g. [6–11]

Another strong motivation to the search for a new light
boson decaying into e+e� pair is provided by the Dark
Matter puzzle. An intriguing possibility is that in ad-
dition to gravity a new force between the dark sector
and visible matter, transmitted by a new vector boson,
A0 (dark photon), might exist [12, 13]. Such A0 could
have a mass mA0 . 1 GeV, associated with a sponta-
neously broken gauged U(1)D symmetry, and would cou-
ple to the Standard Model (SM) through kinetic mixing
with the ordinary photon, � 1

2✏Fµ⌫A0µ⌫ , parametrized by
the mixing strength ✏ ⌧ 1 [14–16], for a review see, e.g.
[4, 17, 18]. A number of previous experiments, such as
beam dump [19–33], fixed target [34–36], collider [37–
39] and rare particle decay [40–51] experiments have al-
ready put stringent constraints on the mass mA0 and ✏ of
such dark photons excluding, in particular, the parame-
ter space region favored by the gµ�2 anomaly. However,
a large range of mixing strengths 10�4 . ✏ . 10�3 cor-
responding to a short-lived A0 still remains unexplored.
These values of ✏ could naturally be obtained from the
loop e↵ects of particles charged under both the dark
and SM U(1) interactions with a typical 1-loop value
✏ = egD/16⇡2 [16], where gD is the coupling constant
of the U(1)D gauge interactions. In this Letter we report
the first results from the NA64 experiment specifically
designed for a direct search of the e+e� decays of new
short-lived particles at the CERN SPS in the sub-GeV
mass range [52–55].

The experiment employs the optimized 100 GeV elec-
tron beam from the H4 beam line in the North Area
(NA) of the CERN SPS. The beam delivers ' 5⇥106 e�

per SPS spill of 4.8 s produced by the primary 400 GeV
proton beam with an intensity of a few 1012 protons on
target. The NA64 setup designed for the searches of X
bosons and A0 is schematically shown in Fig. 1. Two
scintillation counters, S1 and S2 were used for the beam
definition, while the other two, S3 and S4, were used to
detect the e+e� pairs. The detector is equipped with a
magnetic spectrometer consisting of two MPBL magnets

and a low material budget tracker. The tracker was a
set of four upstream Micromegas (MM) chambers (T1,
T2) for the incoming e� angle selection and two sets
of downstream MM, GEM stations and scintillator ho-
doscopes (T3, T4) allowing the measurement of the out-
going tracks [56, 57]. To enhance the electron identifica-
tion the synchrotron radiation (SR) emitted by electrons
was used for their e�cient tagging and for additional sup-
pression of the initial hadron contamination in the beam
⇡/e� ' 10�2 down to the level ' 10�6 [55, 58]. The use
of SR detectors (SRD) is a key point for the hadron back-
ground suppression and improvement of the sensitivity
compared to the previous electron beam dump searches
[23, 24]. The dump is a compact electromagnetic (e-m)
calorimeter WCALmade as short as possible to maximize
the sensitivity to short lifetimes while keeping the leakage
of particles at a small level. It is followed by another e-m
calorimeter (ECAL), which is a matrix of 6⇥ 6 shashlik-
type modules [55]. The WCAL(ECAL) was assembled
from the tungsten(lead) and plastic scintillator plates
with wave lengths shifting fiber read-out. The ECAL has
' 40 radiation lengths (X0) and is located at a distance
' 3.5 m from the WCAL. Downstream the ECAL the de-
tector was equipped with a high-e�ciency veto counter,
V3, and a massive, hermetic hadron calorimeter (HCAL)
[55] used as a hadron veto and muon identificator.
The method of the search for A0 ! e+e� decays is

described in [52, 53]. The application of all further con-
siderations to the case of theX ! e+e� decay is straight-
forward. If the A0 exists, it could be produced via the
coupling to electrons wherein high-energy electrons scat-
ter o↵ a nuclei of the active WCAL dump target, followed
by the decay into e+e� pairs:

e� + Z ! e� + Z +A0(X); A0(X) ! e+e� (1)

The reaction (1) typically occurs within the first few
radiation lengths (X0) of the WCAL. The downstream
part of the WCAL served as a dump to absorb completely
the e-m shower tail. The bremsstrahlung A0 would pene-
trate the rest of the dump and the veto counter V2 with-

Needs optimisation of the setup 
to probe 𝝐∼10-3: 
combination of calorimetric and 
tracker approach (under study).
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The NA64 physics prospects
NA64 program: submitted as input to the European 
Strategy Group in the context of the PBC

Table 1. The NA64 research program: Projections for searches for Dark Sector physics and other rare

processes with e, µ,⇡,K beams.

Process New Physics Comments, Projections for limits

e� beam Required number of EOT: 5⇥ 1012

A0 ! e+e�, and Dark photon 10�5 < ✏ < 10�2, 1 . mA0 . 100 MeV
A0 ! invisible 2⇥ 10�6 < ✏ < 10�3, 10�3 . mA0 . 1 GeV

A0 ! �� sub-GeV Dark Matter (�) Scalar, Majorana, pseudo-Dirac DM

↵S,M
D . 1, ↵p�D

D . 0.1, for m� . 100 MeV
X ! e+e� new gauge X- boson 8Be* anomaly, ✏upe < 10�5; ✏lowe > 2⇥ 10�3

milliQ particles Dark Sector, charge quantisation 10�4 < mQ < 0.1 e, 10�3 < mmQ < 1 GeV
a ! ��, invisible Axion-like particles ginva�� . 2⇥ 10�5, ma . 200 MeV

µ� beam Required number of MOT: 1011 � 5⇥ 1013

Zµ ! ⌫⌫ gauge Zµ-boson of Lµ � L⌧ , < 2mµ (g-2)µ anomaly; gVµ . 10�4, with . 1011 MOT
Zµ ! �� Lµ � L⌧ charged Dark Matter (�) y . 10�12 for m� . 300 MeV with ' 1012 MOT
milliQ Dark Sector, charge quantisation 10�4 < mQ < 0.1 e, 10�3 < mmQ < 2.5 GeV

aµ ! invisible non-universal ALP coupling gY . 10�2, maµ . 1 GeV
µ� ⌧ conversion Lepton Flavour Violation �(µ� ⌧)/�(µ ! all) . 10�11

⇡�, K� beams Current limits, PDG’2018 Required number of POT(KOT):5⇥ 1012(5⇥ 1011)

⇡0 ! invisible Br(⇡0 ! invisible) < 2.7⇥ 10�7 Br(⇡0 ! invisible) . 10�9

⌘ ! invisible Br(⌘ ! invisible) < 1.0⇥ 10�4 Br(⌘ ! invisible) . 10�8

⌘0 ! invisible Br(⌘0 ! invisible) < 5⇥ 10�4 Br(⌘ ! invisible) . 10�7

K0
S ! invisible no limits Br(K0

S ! invisible) . 10�9

K0
L ! invisible no limits Br(K0

L ! invisible) . 10�7

complementary to K� ! ⇡⌫⌫

beams. The recently concluded NA64 runs in 2016-2018 consisted of physics programs which
address the two most important issues currently accessible with electron beam: a high sensitivity
search for dark photon A0 mediator of sub-GeV Dark Matter production in invisible decay modes
and search for visible decays of dark photon A0 ! e+e� and of a new 17 MeV gauge X-boson,
X ! e+e�, which can resolve the anomaly observed in the excited 8Be nuclei transitions. The
incoming SPS runs 2021-23, combined with the 2016-18 runs, provides us with the opportunity
to meet and perhaps exceed our original goals for the program with electron beam, and to start
on a new physics program summarised in Table 1. Therefore, the NA64 Collaboration proposes
to carry out further searches for Dark Sector particles and others rare processes in missing energy
events from i high-energy electron interactions at H4 beam, and extend them to the M2 muon and
hadron beams at the CERN SPS. Six months of running time at H4 line in 2021-23 will allows us
to accumulate at least a factor 10 more statistics, (3� 5)⇥ 1012 EOT, and to explore most of the
sub-GeV Dark Matter parameter space, either to observe or completely rule out the 17 MeV gauge
X-boson explanation of the 8Be anomaly and put stringent bounds on the visible decays A0 ! e+e�

of dark photons. For the M2 muon beam we propose to focus on the unique opportunity to discovery
a new state, e.g. the Zµ, weakly coupled predominantly to muon that could resolve the longstanding
muon (g-2)µ anomaly. Two months of running at M2 line will allow us to collect enough muons in
order to get a conclusive result. We also propose to explore Dark Sector states in invisible decays
⇡0, ⌘, ⌘0,K0

S ,K
0
L ! invisible of neutral mesons with ⇡,K beams.

– 10 –
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Summary and Outlook  
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▪ NA64: Active beam dump + missing-energy approach is very powerful probe for Dark  

Sector physics.

▪ Experiment exceeded sensitivity of previous beam dump exps. to thermal light  

dark matter.

▪ To fully exploit NA64 potential probing most of the remaining parameter space  

predicted by the DM relic density accumulate 5x1012 EOT for A’ → 𝛘�̅� after LS2

▪ Exploration of the remaining parameter space X→ e+e-

▪ New permanent location being prepared with active participation of NA64. 

▪ Proposed searches in NA64 with leptonic and hadronic beams: unique sensitivities  

highly competitive to similar projects.


